MEGAFILLERS BUGFIX V1.4.2

MegaFillers version 1.4.2
Some minor bugs have been fixed in MegaFillers. Meanwhile, v1.4.1 has been released, but I didn't write a news of it, because it contained so minor changes that I didn't even find worthy to mention. Now I list them as well.
Changes
·	For v1.4.1: the downloaded language list now decodes the UTF-8 characters in the language select panel. I noticed the bug, when I put the romanian translation online. And the table select panel shows the available tables in alphabetical order.
·	MegaFillers and Configure set their current working directory to the directory where the executables are located. This must eliminate some issues encountered in WINE, reported by Mateusz Viste.
·	The language file update feature didn't work well (it saved the new downloaded language file without the MLNG extension). Now it works well.
Additional language files included
·	polish (thanks to Mateusz Viste)
·	romanian (thanks to amate2)
·	spanish (thanks to Kornfan71)
The source code pack now includes a PLANS.TXT file that shows my actual to-do list, since I don't use Delphi's to-do list anymore. Moreover, MegaFillers now has an SVN repository. To tell the truth, there is no point using it, since I'm the only developer of the project. I was just curious how this SVN stuff works, and there might be some people who rather use SVN than downloading the source code package. At this point, the SVN repository contains nothing more than the source code pack. I've seen some other repositories where the tools were separated to a distinct tools directory. I didn't make such directory structure for MegaFillers. Later, I may commit some changes before the actual release.
The SVN repository can be accessed by: svn co https://megafillers.svn.sourceforge.net/svnroot/megafillers megafillers
My e-mail address is "megabrutal@gmail.com". Feel free to contact me, if you'd like to send any feedbacks concerning the game, even if you just want to tell me that you like the game, or you think it's a piece of shit.

Thanks for reading,
MegaBrutal

